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The CMBR Spectrum Anomaly, 1970-1990



O

The situation in 1970: the triangle
is a rough indication of measurements above 

the atmosphere by three groups

Berkeley-Nagoya 1988: the anomaly is much 
reduced from 1970, but it appears to be quite 

significant

The CMBR Spectrum Anomaly, 1970-1990



Jones and Chan (1975-1980) analyzed the idea that primeval turbulence could 
have transfered energy to the plasma and the plasma perturbed the CMBR 
spectrum in a process analogous to the thermal Kompaneets Compton-Thomson 
analysis.

Jones (1979) concluded that the fit of this model to the Woody-Richards 
spectrum anomaly is not attractive.

But there was no shortage of other ideas. Energy sources that might account for 
a spectrum anomaly include supermassive stars, accreting massive black holes, 
superconducting cosmic strings, matter-antimatter annihilation, and decaying or 
annihilating nonbaryonic matter, with the energy transferred to the CMBR by 
plasma or dust, or maybe emitted at submillimeter wavelengths by decaying dark 
matter.  

The CMBR Spectrum Anomaly, 1970-1990



COBE: Mather et al. 1990 UBC: Gush, Halpern & Wishnow, 1990

The CMBR Spectrum Anomaly went away in 1990

In 1970-90 we were quite willing to imagine living in a universe in which the transfer of 
energy from matter to radiation greatly exceed the limits we have now. 

I count this as an example of the chaos of good science. 



The Search for the Physics of Structure Formation, 1970 to 2000



. . .

including eventually adiabatic and isocurvature initial conditions; 
explosions, maybe driven by annihilating matter and antimatter, dark 
matter, or superconducting cosmic strings; ordinary cosmic strings, 
textures or monopoles; decaying dark matter; warm or mixed dark 
matter, primeval turbulence and/or magnetic fields; as well as a cold 
Big Bang. 

Note the efficient recycling ideas from the CMBR spectrum anomaly.

Ninth Texas Symposium, Munich, December 1978



1980: if the quadrupole anisotropy
is large here’s a theory for it

1982: so the quadrupole anisotropy is small. Here’s 
a theory for a small anisotropy, the CDM model

An example of the situation: in 1980 two groups found 
evidence for a relatively large CMBR quadrupole ansiotropy
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Three-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP1) Observations:
Temperature Analysis

G. Hinshaw 2, M. R. Nolta 3, C. L. Bennett 4, R. Bean 5, O. Doré 3,11, M. R. Greason 6, M. Halpern 7, R.
S. Hill 6, N. Jarosik 8, A. Kogut 2, E. Komatsu 9, M. Limon 6, N. Odegard 6, S. S. Meyer 10, L. Page 8, H.
V. Peiris 10,15, D. N. Spergel 11, G. S. Tucker 12, L. Verde 13, J. L. Weiland 6, E. Wollack 2, E. L. Wright 14

There are quite a few adjustable 
elements in this beautiful fit to the 
CMBR anisotropy spectrum and the 
other cosmological tests.  That 
includes the model for structure 
formation: the community settled on 
CDM because it was seen to offer a 
promising fit to the data. 

But this model also passes a rich 
suite of tests.



The independent checks of the !CDM theory include consistency with

• the spectacularly precise CMBR temperature anisotropy spectrum

• the WMAP3 CMBR temperature – polarization spectrum

• the galaxy power spectrum (with modest bias)

• the Ly! forest power spectrum

• the baryon oscillation signature

• "baryon from the standard model for the light elements (though we did
have the lepton number as a free parameter)

• "m from dynamics, weak lensing and the cluster baryon mass fraction

• "! from the SNeIa z - m relation

• the cluster mass function

• the ISW e#ect (at a modest number of standard deviations)

We arrived at the impressively successful !CDM theory by the usual chaotic
interaction of theory and practice.



Does the !CDM cosmology contain all the physics relevant to astronomy
and cosmology at modest redshifts? Or might this model, with its close to
trivial physics in the dark sector, be just the simplest approximation we
can get away with at the present level of the evidence?

If there is physics to be added to the !CDM cosmology where might we
seek it? Among other places, we might look to ideas with a long history.



GOLDEN OLDIES
Ideas that have been pursued for a generation or so

1. The steady state philosophy

The 1948 cosmology is ruled out. Eternal inflation seems promising. Is there a viable
intermediate cosmology? The rich tests we have now challenge the idea, but we should
remember that we’re drawing large conclusions from limited data.

2. Evolving physics

The idea that dimensionless parameters such as Gmpme/h̄c, e2/h̄c and me/mp might vary
with time has been under discussion, o! and on, since Dirac (1937).

We might add the proposal that Einstein’s " is a function of time and maybe position.

The tests do not encourage this line of thought, but it certainly is durable.

3. Nongravitational stresses

Winds, jets, explosions and magnetic fields certainly a!ect structure formation, but the
evidence now is that they are subdominant to gravity on scales larger than galaxies.

Other Golden Oldies are cosmic strings & textures, and primeval antimatter, magetic fields
& black holes. Might they enter the standard model in subdominant roles?

4. Physics in the dark sector

Ideas for more interesting physics include dark matter that is decaying, annihilating, warm,
has a short-range interaction, or an inverse square fifth force, or maybe is not even particles.

Detection of a signature, as a glow from annihilation (e.g. Finkbeiner) or a compelling
improvement of the fit to the cosmological tests (maybe by a sterile neutrino mass m ! 1
to 10 keV) would be an exciting — though maybe enigmatic — clue to better physics.



Another Golden Oldie

5. What is in the voids defined by the visible galaxies?





H. Mathis & S. D. M. White, MN 337, 1193, 2002 

50 ! 50 ! 15h!1 Mpc

This is a pure DM LambdaCDM simulation. 
Notice the Dekel-Silk (1985) effect. 
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The Carignan and Purton 21-cm surface density and velocity maps of DDO 154

Stellar mass: 3 ! 107M!

HI plus He mass: 2 ! 108M!

total mass within 6 kpc: 3 ! 109M!

What is in the voids defined by the visible galaxies? Consider DDO 154



The Karachentsev et al. (2004)
Catalog of Neighboring Galax-
ies. The larger circles show the
galaxies at vLG < 550 km s!1.
The smaller circles show galax-
ies at somewhat greater distance.

The red squares are, left to right,
the gas dwarfs
ESO 215-G?009
DDO 154
UGCA292
NGC3741

The local sheet at SGZ = 0 is
part of the Local Supercluster.
The Tully Void is really empty.

Why does this map look 
so different from what 
Dekel & Silk (1986) point 
out might reasonably be 
expected in the 
LambdaCDM cosmology?



                         Yet another Golden Oldie

6.  What are the effects of late time galaxy merging and 
accretion?

Merging certainly happens at the present epoch.  But do 
merging and accretion from redshift z = 1 to the present 
significantly alter the galaxy population or act instead as a 
perturbative correction to the island universe picture?

What do the observations say? 

What does the CDM cosmology predict?



.
Matthias Steinmetz,
Astrophysical Institute
Potsdam

Formation of a disk galaxy in 
the Lambda CDM cosmology



Steinmetz’s demonstration of spiral galaxy formation in the !CDM
cosmology is impressive and important.

But Steinmetz’s example reminds me of the old argument that
galaxies form relatively late in this cosmology.

Does !CDM form enough galaxies like the Milky Way in which, I
am informed, the thin disk was in place well before z = 1?



Fig. 2.— Images of the mass distribution at z = 0, 1 and 3 in our 8 simulations of the
assembly of cluster mass halos. Each plot shows only those particles which lie within r200

of halo center at z = 0. Particles which lie within 10h!1 kpc of halo center at this time are
shown in black. Each image is 5h!1Mpc on a side in physical (not comoving) units.

Early Formation and Late Merging of the Giant Galaxies

Liang Gao1 Abraham Loeb2 P. J. E. Peebles3 Simon D. M. White1 and Adrian Jenkins4

A related golden oldie: when were the massive ellipticals assembled?



Fig. 3.— The total mass within physical distance 10h!1 kpc of the center of the most massive
progenitor of the final halo at each time plotted and for each of our 8 simulations. Symbols

switch between filled and open each time the identity of the most massive progenitor changes.

Gao, Loeb, Peebles, White, Jenkins, ApJ 2004



slope of the relation and to increase its scatter. We show that random mergers between galaxies

very rapidly remove any well-defined colour–magnitude correlation. This model is not

physically motivated, however, and we prefer to examine the merger process using a self-

consistent merger tree. In such a model there are two effects. First, massive galaxies

preferentially merge with systems of similar mass. Secondly, the rate of mass growth is

considerably smaller than for the random merger case. As a result of both of these effects, the

colour–magnitude correlation persists through a larger number of merger steps.

The colour–magnitude relation as a constraint on the formation of rich
cluster galaxies

Richard G. Bower,1 Tadayuki Kodama2 and Ale Terlevich1

1 Department of Physics, University of Durham, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE
2 Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA

Accepted 1998 May 28. Received 1998 May 22; in original form 1998 January 23

A B S T R A C T

The colours and magnitudes of early-type galaxies in galaxy clusters are strongly correlated.

The existence of such a correlation has been used to infer that early-type galaxies must be old

passively evolving systems. Given the dominance of early-type galaxies in the cores of rich

clusters, this view sits uncomfortably with the increasing fraction of blue galaxies found in

clusters at intermediate redshifts, and with the late formation of galaxies favoured by cold dark

matter type cosmologies. In this paper, we make a detailed investigation of these issues and

Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 299, 1193–1208 (1998)
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future mergers by 
M87 won’t be all that 
dry, and I suppose 
mergers since z = 1 
have been wetter. 

M49 1.3 Mpc M58 0.5 Mpc
M59

0.9 Mpc

This shows Nigel Sharp’s list of Messier galaxies in the Virgo cluster, with projected distances from M 87.  
The images, from NOAO and 2MASS, have a roughly common angular scale, but contrasts can differ. T



THE DEPENDENCE ON ENVIRONMENT OF THE COLOR-MAGNITUDE RELATION OF GALAXIES

David W. Hogg,1 Michael R. Blanton,1 Jarle Brinchmann,2 Daniel J. Eisenstein,3 David J. Schlegel,4
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(bowdlerized)



Can this cD have grown in the manner suggested by the CDM simulations?



There still is chaos at the frontiers of research in cosmology.  
This is a Good Thing: it means the subject is alive and well.


